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The role of anterior insula–brainstem projections and alpha-1
noradrenergic receptors for compulsion-like and alcohol-only
drinking
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Compulsion-like alcohol drinking (CLAD), where consumption continues despite negative consequences, is a major obstacle to
treating alcohol use disorder. The locus coeruleus area in the brainstem and norepinephrine receptor (NER) signaling in forebrain
cortical regions have been implicated in adaptive responding under stress, which is conceptually similar to compulsion-like
responding (adaptive responding despite the presence of stress or conflict). Thus, we examined whether anterior insula (aINS)-to-
brainstem connections and alpha-1 NERs regulated compulsion-like intake and alcohol-only drinking (AOD). Halorhodopsin
inhibition of aINS–brainstem significantly reduced CLAD, with no effect on alcohol-only or saccharin intake, suggesting a specific
aINS–brainstem role in aversion-resistant drinking. In contrast, prazosin inhibition of alpha-1 NERs systemically reduced both CLAD
and AOD. Similar to systemic inhibition, intra-aINS alpha-1-NER antagonism reduced both CLAD and AOD. Global aINS inhibition
with GABAR agonists also strongly reduced both CLAD and AOD, without impacting saccharin intake or locomotion, while aINS
inhibition of calcium-permeable AMPARs (with NASPM) reduced CLAD without impacting AOD. Finally, prazosin inhibition of CLAD
and AOD was not correlated with each other, systemically or within aINS, suggesting the possibility that different aINS pathways
regulate CLAD versus AOD, which will require further study to definitively address. Together, our results provide important new
information showing that some aINS pathways (aINS–brainstem and NASPM-sensitive) specifically regulate compulsion-like alcohol
consumption, while aINS more generally may contain parallel pathways promoting CLAD versus AOD. These findings also support
the importance of the adaptive stress response system for multiple forms of alcohol drinking.
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INTRODUCTION
Alcohol use disorder (AUD) ranks among the most prevalent
mental disorders [1, 2], and is characterized by loss of control over
intake, negative emotional state, and compulsive alcohol use
where consumption persists despite negative consequences,
which is a major obstacle for treating AUD [2–5]. The molecular
mechanisms and neural circuits that drive compulsion-like intake
have begun to be investigated but are still not well understood
[6, 7]. However, preclinical rodent studies where alcohol drinking
occurs in concert with footshock or bitter-tasting quinine are
considered to model some aspects of human compulsion-like
intake (see Supplementary Discussion), and thus have been used
to better understand mechanisms that promote compulsion-like
alcohol consumption (reviewed in refs. [7, 8]).
One area of particular interest is the anterior insula (aINS), a

potent regulator of emotional states and strong contributor to
many aspects of addiction behavior [9, 10]. In rodents, aINS
signaling can regulate compulsion-like but not alcohol-only
drinking (AOD) [11, 12], and also promotes operant alcohol intake
[13] (see “Discussion”). In addition, we found that compulsion-like
drinking requires medial prefrontal cortex and aINS inputs to

nucleus accumbens (NAcb), with no role in alcohol-only con-
sumption [12, 14]. Interestingly, a related aINS circuit is implicated
in compulsion-like responding for alcohol in heavy human
drinkers [15, 16]. In this regard, clinical studies have proposed
that compulsion during addiction is characterized by conflict
(between the drive to consume intoxicant and the drive to avoid
negative consequence), which recruits cortical conflict-processing
circuits that promote compulsion-like responding (but play a
lesser role in non-conflict intake) [9, 15, 17].
The aINS also projects to stress-regulating regions [10, 18].

Inputs to the locus coeruleus (LC) area are of particular interest,
since LC and downstream norepinephrine (NE) signaling are
considered critical for adaptive responding to stressors [19, 20],
which may be considered conceptually similar to compulsion-like
responding since both involve overcoming stress/conflict to allow
efficient responding. Rats possess a small but detectable insula-LC
input [21–24] (Fig. 1C), and, as noted in ref. [21] and elsewhere,
projections lateral to LC may contact LC dendrites lateral to LC
soma; central amygdala inputs are also primarily lateral to LC
neurons, and can act through LC cells to promote adaptive stress
responses [19]. In addition, LC/NE likely contribute to reinforcing
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effects of alcohol [20]. Further, preclinical and clinical alcohol
studies have focused on pharmacological compounds that reduce
NE receptor (NER) signaling, including alpha-1-NER blockers such
as prazosin (see refs. [25, 26]), which preferentially impact
human drinkers with greater withdrawal-related negative affect
[25]. Rodent studies also implicate alpha-1 NERs in alcohol
behaviors [20], including anxiety-related drinking [27], stress-
induced reinstatement [28], operant intake in dependent rats [29],
and drinking in alcohol-preferring rats [30, 31]. Together, these
support the importance of the NE system in maladaptive drives for
alcohol.
Since aINS is implicated in compulsion-like alcohol drinking in

rodents and humans [9, 11, 12, 15, 16], CLAD can be conceptually
similar to adaptive stress responses, and adaptive stress responses
can involve NER activation in forebrain cortical areas [19], we set
out to examine how the NE system, including interactions with
insula, might regulate alcohol consumption. While aINS–brainstem
inputs regulated compulsion-like but not alcohol-only consump-
tion, prazosin systemically or within aINS impacted both
compulsion-like and AOD. Along with other findings, these results
support the importance of aINS–brainstem and aINS-NAcb inputs
for compulsion-like consumption, where aINS alpha-1 NERs and
global activity can, unexpectedly, regulate both compulsion-like
and alcohol-only drinking.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Complete Methods are in Supplementary Material.

Subjects and drinking methods
All experiments were conducted following NIH guidelines and approved
by UCSF and Indiana University IACUCs. P45-50 male Wistar rats (Harlan/
Envigo, n= 90 total) were singly housed with ad libitum food and water.
After 2 weeks, rats drank under intermittent two-bottle choice (I2BC) for
alcohol (20% v/v) or water, with 16–24-h access starting Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday afternoons. After ~12-week I2BC, rats began
drinking under limited-daily-access, two-bottle choice (LDA) for alcohol or
water, with 20-min access Monday to Friday. These brief daily alcohol-only
intake days are indicated below by “AOD,” with compulsion-like alcohol-
drinking days indicated by “CLAD.” After 3–4-week LDA, rats had 2–3
quinine–alcohol sessions (10-mg/L quinine, CLAD) to habituate to the
novelty of quinine, then returned to AOD. We have used these methods to
assess CLAD mechanisms [12, 14, 32, 33]. Figure 1A shows schematic of an
alcohol-drinking study. All studies were performed in the home cage.
Before test sessions, rats were handled daily for 1 week, with a single

vehicle injection at the end. Experimental days were generally 2/week, with
at least one AOD day between tests. Conditions were randomized across
animals and sessions using a Latin-square design. For most groups, animals
underwent each experimental condition twice: all conditions (e.g., vehicle vs.
drug) were randomized for one round, then conditions randomized again for
the second round. For each experimental condition from a given animal,
drinking data from the two rounds were averaged to give a single intake

Fig. 1 aINS inputs to brainstem regulated CLAD but not AOD or saccharin intake. (A) Schematic of an alcohol-drinking study: 3mo
intermittent intake, then 5d/week 20-min access; test sessions for “Opto” (optogenetics) involved “laser” or “no-las” (no laser) tests during
alcohol-only (AOD) and compulsion-like alcohol-drinking (CLAD) sessions; “Pharm” (pharmacology) experiments were similar except with
“drug” or “veh” (vehicle) (details in “Materials and Methods”). (B) Cartoon of optogenetic methods targeting AINS to LC Area (LCA). (C)
Horizontal section showing aINS inputs (green) overlap LC (red for TH+ staining) but are primarily lateral to LC. (D, E) Examples of fiber-optic
placement in (F) eYFP rat and (G) halorhodopsin rat (TH+ LC is torn in E). Note that eYFP expression is less strong in brainstem relative to
halorhodopsin–eYFP, which likely reflects that the latter has targeting to the surface membrane. (F) 488 nanometer laser light in brainstem
significantly reduced CLAD in halorhodopsin- but not eYFP-expressing rats. * indicates p < 0.05 difference between CLAD/Halorh/Laser and
both CLAD/eYFP/Laser and AOD/Halorh/Laser. For the 3-way ANOVA, there was a significant interaction for drinkXlaser (F1,52= 8.982, p=
0.004) but no interaction for drinkXvirus (F1,52= 2.306, p= 0.135) or laserXvirus (F1,52= 0.011, p= 0.917), and significant main effect of drink
(F1,52= 7.766, p= 0.007) but not laser (F1,52= 3.538, p= 0.066) or virus (F1,52= 0.171, p= 0.681). Two-way ANOVAs showed a significant effect
of laser stimulation with halorhodopsin [F(drinking-condition;1,6)= 8.653, p= 0.007; F(laser;1,6)= 1.841, p= 0.187; F(interaction;1,6)= 11.811, p= 0.002]
but not eYFP [F(drinking-condition;1,7)= 1.952, p= 0.205; F(laser;1,7)= 4.559, p= 0.070; F(interaction;1,7)= 1.060, p= 0.337]. Two-way ANOVAs
determined post hocs. (G) No effect of halorhodopsin inhibition of aINS–brainstem on saccharin intake. Scale bars indicate 1, 2, and 0.6
mm in (C), (D), and (E). PB parabrachium, TH tyrosine hydroxylase.
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value; this reduces variability in drinking measures [12, 14, 34]. Where
specifically noted below, animals underwent each experimental condition
only once. Test sessions were 20min, except 5min for optogenetic
experiments to reduce laser exposure; shorter sessions yield about the same
intake as 20-min sessions [12] due to front-loading [32, 33].
Separate cohorts were used for halorhodopsin or eYFP, with within-

animal tests of AOD or CLAD and with or without 488-nm laser stimulation
(during the entire drinking session). Five halorhodopsin-transfected
animals were tested for saccharin intake; these involved only one laser
and one without-laser test session. Two implanted rats began to have
some looseness in their headcaps, and even though their alcohol-drinking
levels on non-test days were not reduced, we removed these rats from
studies. These alcohol-drinking animals were trained to drink saccharin
(500mg/l) using a modified LDA (20min/day, 5days/week), with saccharin
intake in morning and alcohol drinking in the afternoon [12, 14, 34] for
3–4 weeks before test sessions.
All drug/vehicle intracranial injections were bilateral and 30min before

test sessions. Systemic prazosin was tested with 0.75 or 1.5 mg/kg
intraperitoneally (i.p.) versus vehicle, with some animals tested with both
doses (initial plans were to test all rats with both doses, which was
disrupted by Covid, see Supplementary Methods). A separate cohort
received intra-aINS prazosin (0.3 µg/0.6 µl per side, or vehicle), with six rats
then tested for saccharin intake (as above, two of eight rats in the second
aINS cohort began to have some looseness in their headcaps, and even
though alcohol drinking was not reduced, we removed these rats); an
additional cohort received 0.1 µg/side aINS prazosin. To test global
inhibition, rats were injected with muscimol/baclofen (M/B, 250 ng/side for
each inhibitor), with 7 of 8 rats tested for locomotor effects in open field
(details in Supplementary Methods), which occurred after all alcohol-
drinking studies were performed, and, on testing day, locomotor behavior
was assessed midday before alcohol drinking had occurred that day.
Controls in separate cohorts examined aINS M/B for saccharin intake, and
orbitofrontal cortex (OFC, targeting lateral) M/B for CLAD. In a final cohort,
1-naphthylacetyl spermine (NASPM; 20 µg/0.6 µl/side), or vehicle was
injected intra-aINS. Also, OFC M/B, aINS NASPM/vehicle, aINS low-praz/
vehicle, and some i.p. prazosin (Covid-related, Supplementary Material)
were tested with only a single round of injections.

In vivo optogenetics
After ~12-week I2BC and ~4-week LDA, rats were transfected (0.6 µl/side)
bilaterally in aINS (AP +2.80, ML ±4.80 DV −5.2), with adeno-associated
virus encoding halorhodopsin (eNpHR3.0-eYFP) or eYFP alone, under
Camk2a promoter (Supplementary Method). Rats were also implanted
bilaterally with chronic fiber-optic ferrules (CFOs, described in ref. [12])
targeting LC area of the brainstem (AP −13.9, ML ±1.90, DV −8.26, 30° tilt).
Test sessions began after ~8–9 weeks to allow for viral expression [12, 14].

During test sessions, CFOs were attached by zirconium sleeve to a fiber-optic
cable connected to 488-nm laser (Shanghai Laser & Optics Century, 13–15
mW). Due to proximity between the two CFOs, it was only possible to
connect fiber optics on one side of brainstem in about half of animals;
however, sides were alternated across tests, and light intensity was high
enough to inhibit both sides (based on behavior), since unilateral high laser
light did reduce CLAD, while lower levels (4–6mW) inhibited CLAD bilaterally
but not unilaterally (not shown). Also, we use the term brainstem since aINS
projections overlap LC but also are strong lateral to LC (and elsewhere)
(Fig. 1C), and one limitation of our study is that laser light likely shines
broadly across the brainstem; thus, “brainstem” notes the broader region,
which aINS inputs and laser light can impact (we also cannot rule out effects
through aINS collaterals). However, analogously located inputs from central
amygdala can act through LC during adaptive stress responses [19].
Histology and IHC verified placements (Supplementary Method).

Cannula implantation and microinfusions
After 3–4-week LDA, we bilaterally implanted guide cannulae (Plastics One)
aimed at aINS (AP +2.8, ML ±4.8, DV −4.2 mm) or OFC (AP +3.2, ML ±3.2,
DV −4.2 mm) [35, 36]. During test sessions, 33-guage injectors were
connected to 10-μl microsyringes (701-RN, Hamilton) and lowered to 1 mm
below cannulae. Drugs were injected bilaterally (0.6 μl, 0.2 μl/min), and left
for an additional 2 min before removal.

Reagents
Prazosin hydrochloride, muscimol, baclofen, and NASPM trihydrochloride
were from Sigma-Aldrich (USA). Prazosin was dissolved in sterile water, and

NASPM and M/B in sterile saline (0.9%). 0.3-µg/side prazosin and 20-µg/
side NASPM doses were determined from a large complement of previous
studies (Supplementary Method).

Statistics and data analysis
Alcohol consumption was determined through changes in bottle weight
before and after a drinking session and converted to grams-ethanol/
kilograms-body-weight. Statistical comparisons were primarily within-
subject, using one- or two-way ANOVA with repeated-measures followed
by Bonferroni post hoc, when applicable. Some comparisons used paired t-
test, Wilcoxon, or Pearson’s correlation. While the majority of our data were
normally distributed with non-significantly different standard deviations
(tested by the Shapiro–Wilk test), there were data which were not normal
or had non-equivalent variance. We used ANOVAs for aggregated data,
but, when analyzing particular pairs of treatment groups, use of
nonparametric (Wilcoxon) versus parametric did not change our findings.
These are detailed in Supplementary Methods. Also, the need for use of 2-
and 3-way ANOVAs to examine association between the variables, which
are parametric, is a limitation in our study, as is the use of Bonferroni
correction, since this results in higher chance for type II errors with small
samples.
For 20-min studies we also determined concurrent water intake, a

potential internal control for nonspecific effects on consumption, which
was not altered (Supplementary Fig. 1), although low water intake [14]
makes it challenging to rule out floor effects. We also examined measures
to assess whether AOD interspersed among test sessions was similar to
pretest intake (Supplementary Fig. 2). To further examine drinking
changes, across groups and for correlations, we determined a given
treatment’s impact from log[100 × (intake during drug treatment)/(intake
during vehicle)], as we previously described [34, 37] (see Supplementary
Methods). Log value of 2 (log[100]) indicates no treatment effect. Analyses
were performed using GraphPad Prism or SPSS. All data are mean ± SEM.

RESULTS
Inhibition of aINS–brainstem inputs decreased CLAD but not
AOD
To understand whether aINS inputs in brainstem regulate AOD or
quinine–alcohol intake (CLAD), we transfected aINS with halorho-
dopsin (or eYFP control) and targeted brainstem with fiber optics
(Fig. 1B–E; experimental timeline in Fig. 1A). Importantly, there was
a significant three-way interaction of drink (AOD/CLAD) X laser
(on/off) X virus (eYFP/Halo) (F1,52= 4.133, p= 0.047, other
comparisons in Fig. 1 legend). Laser stimulation to activate
halorhodopsin in aINS–brainstem inputs inhibited CLAD, without
reducing AOD (Fig. 1F; n= 7, p= 0.012 comparing level of CLAD
intake with and without laser; p= 0.030 not significant with
correction for multiple comparison, when comparing level of AOD
intake with and without laser). However, in control animals
expressing eYFP, laser stimulation did not alter CLAD or AOD
(Fig. 1F; n= 8) (histology in Supplementary Fig. 3). In addition,
halorhodopsin inhibition of aINS–brainstem inputs had no effect
on saccharin intake (Fig. 1G; n= 5; t(4)= 0.714, p= 0.515). Further,
while there was an apparent trend for laser reduction of CLAD in
eYFP, the level of quinine–alcohol intake was significantly lower
with halorhodopsin activated by laser relative to eYFP+ laser (p=
0.010). Finally, control ex vivo studies demonstrated that
halorhodopsin reduced glutamate release from aINS terminals in
LC (Supplementary Fig. 4). Together, these results suggest that
aINS–brainstem inputs promoted CLAD, with limited impact on
alcohol-only or saccharin intake, indicating a specific
aINS–brainstem role in conflict-resistant alcohol drinking.

Systemic administration of prazosin decreased both CLAD
and AOD
Since alpha-1 NERs are implicated in stress-related drinking
(see “Introduction”), we tested systemic injection of the widely
used alpha-1-NER antagonist prazosin, with doses, timing,
and administration route based on previous rat studies [29–31],
including where moderate doses (0.5–1.0 mg/kg) impact drinking
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in alcohol-dependent but not nondependent rats, with higher
doses (1.5–2.0 mg/kg) reducing intake in both [29]. 0.75-mg/kg
prazosin significantly decreased both CLAD and AOD
(Fig. 2A, n= 17; two-way ANOVA; F(treatment;1,16)= 55.656, p <
0.001; F(drinking-condition;1,16)= 5.470, p= 0.033; F(interaction;1,16)=
0.690, p= 0.418). Further, 1.5-mg/kg prazosin significantly
decreased CLAD but not AOD (Fig. 2B, n= 18; two-way ANOVA;
F(treatment;1,17)= 24.091, p < 0.001; F(drinking-condition;1,17)= 3.170,
p= 0.093; F(interaction;1,17)= 3.415, p= 0.082; post hoc veh-vs-
praz for AOD: p= 0.119; CLAD post hoc p < 0.001). However, the
change in drinking with 1.5-mg/kg prazosin, normalized to
consumption under vehicle, was not different between CLAD
and AOD (p= 0.442 Mann–Whitney), and the change in drinking
during AOD was not different between 0.75 and 1.5-mg/kg
prazosin (p= 0.913 Mann–Whitney). Thus, systemic prazosin
overall reduced CLAD and AOD, with more consistent effects at
0.75 mg/kg.
Although alpha-1-NER inhibition reduced both AOD and CLAD,

there was some variability across individuals; one possibility is that
some subjects had stronger alpha-1-NER regulation of alcohol
drinking overall (with strong prazosin reduction of both AOD and
CLAD), while other subjects had weaker alpha-1-NER regulation of
intake (and thus demonstrated lower prazosin reduction of both
AOD and CLAD). In this case, the impact of prazosin on AOD and
CLAD would be correlated across animals, and would suggest that
alpha-1 NERs were more important for driving intake (AOD or
CLAD) in some individuals, and less important in others. However,
in contrast to this hypothesis, systemic prazosin reduction in AOD
was not correlated with prazosin reduction in CLAD, for either
0.75 g/kg (Fig. 3A, p= 0.378) or 1.5 g/kg (Fig. 3B, p= 0.768). These
results suggested that prazosin regulation of AOD might occur
through a different mechanism from alpha-1-NER promotion of
CLAD (discussed further below). In addition, some of our previous
work suggests that pharmacological impacts can vary with basal
drinking levels [34, 37] (basal intake was determined from vehicle
test days). 0.75-g/kg prazosin reduction of CLAD significantly
correlated with basal compulsion-like drinking levels (Fig. 3C, p=
0.047), with a similar trend for 1.5-g/kg prazosin (Fig. 3D, p=
0.086), perhaps suggesting that alpha-1 NERs played a greater role
in promoting CLAD in higher-drinking individuals. In contrast,
prazosin impacts on AOD were not correlated with basal AOD for
0.75 g/kg (Fig. 3E, p= 0.211) or 1.5 g/kg (Fig. 3F, p= 0.317)
prazosin.

Impacts of aINS inhibition on CLAD and AOD
Since (1) aINS is likely an important regulator of CLAD
[9, 11, 12, 15, 16], (2) adaptive stress responses, which can be
considered conceptually similar to CLAD, can involve NERs in
forebrain cortical areas [19], and (3) systemic alpha-1 NERs
regulated both CLAD and AOD (above), we next evaluated the
potential role of aINS alpha-1 NERs for different forms of alcohol

consumption, using a widely utilized dose of intracranial prazosin
(Supplementary Methods). Intra-aINS prazosin (0.3 µg/side) sig-
nificantly reduced both CLAD and AOD (Fig. 4A, n= 14;
F(treatment;1,13)= 19.064, p= 0.001; F(drinking-condition;1,13)= 15.457,
p= 0.002; F(interaction;1,13)= 0.619, p= 0.445) (histology in Supple-
mentary Fig. 3). However, aINS prazosin did not impact saccharin
intake (Fig. 4B, n= 6; t(5)= 0.109; p= 0.917), indicating that aINS
alpha-1-NER alcohol regulation likely did not reflect nonspecific
consumption effects. Also, a lower dose of prazosin (0.1 µg/side)
had no impact on AOD or CLAD (Fig. 4C, n= 11, statistics in figure
legend). Furthermore, similar to systemic prazosin, higher-dose
intra-aINS prazosin regulation of AOD was not correlated with
effects on CLAD (Fig. 4D, p= 0.979). Thus, we speculate that AOD
and CLAD were regulated by different alpha-1-NER-related
mechanisms within the insula (see below).
After examining the impact of intra-aINS prazosin, we

considered whether aINS activity more generally might regulate
alcohol drinking. For example, if M/B in insula had the same
impact of insula prazosin, this would suggest that insula alpha-1
NERs acted by activating aINS neurons (since insula alpha-1 NER
and global inhibition would have similar effects). Like intra-aINS
prazosin, aINS M/B reduced both CLAD and AOD (Fig. 5A, n= 8;
F(treatment;1,7)= 97.537, p < 0.001; F(drinking-condition;1,7)= 0.415, p=
0.540; F(interaction;1,7)= 0.009, p= 0.929), with no difference in
change in AOD versus CLAD (p= 0.383, Wilcoxon) (histology in
Supplementary Fig. 3). However, intra-aINS M/B did not reduce
saccharin intake (Fig. 5B, n= 6; t(5)= 0.296; p= 0.779) or
locomotor distance in open-field test (Fig. 5C, n= 7; t(6)= 0.748;
p= 0.483). Furthermore, OFC medial to aINS regulates some drug
and alcohol behaviors [35, 38], and aINS M/B could act by diffusing
into OFC; however, intra-OFC M/B did not affect CLAD (Fig. 5D,
n= 5; t(4)= 0.622; p= 0.568). Also, similar to intra-aINS prazosin,
aINS M/B changes in AOD versus changes in CLAD were not
correlated across rats (Fig. 5E, p= 0.919). Together, these results
strongly support that alpha-1 NER and global aINS activity were
necessary for both alcohol-only and compulsion-like consumption,
which did not reflect nonspecific effects on consumption or
movement.
Both M/B and prazosin within aINS reduced AOD and CLAD,

suggesting that alpha-1 NERs activated aINS to promote AOD and
CLAD. Thus, we next examined the impact of another method to
more globally inhibit insula. In particular, we assessed NASPM, an
inhibitor of calcium-permeable AMPARs, which drive many
addictive behaviors [39], since cortical GABA neurons have
NASPM-sensitive AMPARs [39, 40] and aINS GABA cells in
mice regulate CLAD but not AOD [11]. Interestingly, NASPM
reduced CLAD but not AOD (Fig. 5F, n= 7; F(treatment;1,6)= 62.438,
p < 0.001; F(drinking-condition;1,6)= 0.133, p= 0.728; F(interaction;1,6)=
7.598, p= 0.033). These results provide useful context for our
other aINS findings, suggesting that not all signaling mechanisms
within aINS regulate both types of alcohol drinking (see below).

Fig. 2 Systemic prazosin reduced alcohol drinking. Effects of systemic (i.p.) 0.75 mg/kg (A) or 1.5 mg/kg (B) prazosin on CLAD and AOD. **,
***: p < 0.01, p < 0.005.
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DISCUSSION
Compulsion-like alcohol intake, where consumption continues
despite negative consequences, is a major obstacle to treating
AUD. Since LC/NE and cortical alpha-1 NERS have been implicated
in adaptive stress responding, we examined whether
aINS–brainstem connections and alpha-1 NERs were important
for regulating CLAD. Optogenetic inhibition of halorhodopsin-
transfected aINS–brainstem projections reduced CLAD but not
AOD or saccharin intake. In contrast, and unexpectedly, prazosin
inhibition of alpha-1 NERs systemically or within aINS reduced
both CLAD and AOD. Global aINS inhibition with GABAR agonists

also strongly reduced CLAD and AOD, without impacting
saccharin intake or locomotor activity, suggesting regulation of
alcohol drinking without nonspecific motivational or motor
effects. However, aINS inhibition of CP-AMPARs reduced CLAD
without impacting AOD, similar to aINS–brainstem (and
aINS–NAcb [12]) inhibition, suggesting that not all aspects of aINS
signaling regulated both AOD and CLAD. Finally, prazosin
inhibition of CLAD and AOD was not correlated, systemically or
within aINS, leading to the speculation that different alpha-1-NER-
regulated aINS pathways might regulate CLAD versus AOD.
Together, our results provide important new information that

Fig. 3 Relationships among systemic prazosin effects on intake. Changes in intake were determined by taking a log transformation of drug
intake/vehicle intake (see “Materials and methods”); dotted lines indicate when log of change in intake equals 2, indicating no change in
drinking [log(100)]. Neither 0.75 (A) nor 1.5 (B) mg/kg prazosin changes in AOD were correlated with changes in CLAD. 0.75 mg/kg (C) but not
1.5-mg/kg (D) prazosin changes in CLAD were correlated with basal CLAD. Neither 0.75 (E) nor 1.5 (F) mg/kg prazosin changes in AOD were
correlated with basal AOD. A-O alcohol-only (AOD), Praz prazosin, Q-A quinine–alcohol (CLAD). *p < 0.05.
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alpha-1 NERs in aINS supported both alcohol-only and
compulsion-like drinking, while, in contrast, aINS projections to
brainstem (and NAcb in a previous study [12]), and CP-AMPAR
signaling within the aINS, all only drove compulsion-like intake.
Further, since our results suggest the possibility that aINS alpha-1-
NER regulation of AOD was not related to CLAD, our results
provide a precedent that there may be multiple functional
pathways within the aINS, which will be of value for future studies.
The aINS is considered a key part of the salience network, which

often involves engaging with important events that may require
action [9]. In addition, human and monkey studies implicate LC/NE
signaling in energizing behavior [41–43], including in concert with
aINS [44]. Alpha-1 NERs also contribute to cortical arousal to
promote responding under some levels of challenge (see refs.
[45, 46]). These observations are congruent with the suggested
central role of LC/NE in adaptive responding, or maintaining
cognitive flexibility, under stress [19, 47]. They are also concep-
tually related to compulsion-like responding, where intake persists
despite negative challenge, and where aINS activity relates to
persistent behavior and expected costs (see ref. [48]). A recent
study also implicates NE signaling, including alpha-1 NERs, in
rodent behaviors considered to reflect compulsion-like behavior
(persistent motor actions) not related to addiction [49].
Given potential links between NE and aINS, it is interesting that

aINS–brainstem projections regulated CLAD but not AOD, like
aINS–NAcb projections [12]. In addition, neither aINS–brainstem
(here) nor aINS–NAcb [12] impacted saccharin intake, suggesting
limited nonspecific effects. Also, brainstem laser stimulation did
not impact eYFP-transfected rats, suggesting that reduced intake
did not reflect nonspecific effects of light (as in other areas [50]),
even though laser was on throughout the session. It is also

interesting that sustained attention involves LC and aINS co-
activation in humans [51, 52], and alpha-1 NERS in rodents [47, 53].
We have proposed that CLAD reflects attention to a single,
session-long strategy, based in part on CLAD showing reduced
response variability that is maintained across a drinking session
[32, 33]. Thus, we speculate that aINS connections to brainstem
(and other regions) help maintain CLAD through greater attention
and/or energization of responding. One important question is the
relevance of acute aversion-resistant models to human AUD: as
noted in Supplementary Discussion, we consider rodent CLAD
models potentially relevant to treatment seekers, where negative
consequences of intake are more acute. Also, one limitation of our
study is that we did not directly assess whether manipulations
performed altered quinine+ saccharin intake, and thus we cannot
strictly rule out an impact on aversion processing more generally.
In previous studies, we found that other manipulations (aINS–NAc,
NMDAR receptor modulation) did not alter quinine+ saccharin
intake [12, 14, 34], suggesting a specific behavioral effect on
aversion-resistant alcohol drinking rather than aversion processing
in those studies.
In contrast to aINS–brainstem inhibition, systemically blocking

alpha-1 NERs reduced both CLAD and AOD. Alpha-1 NERs
modulate many tasks in rodents, including drug reinstatement
[54, 55] and fear memory [56], and the introduction describes
systemic prazosin modulation of many rodent alcohol behaviors,
including related to anxiety [27] and dependence [29]. In humans,
prazosin reduces alcohol consumption in those with greater
withdrawal-related negative mood (see refs. [25, 26]), and
decreases stress- and cue-induced craving in AUD humans [57].
Thus, there is a considerable precedent for alpha-1 NERs
driving alcohol drinking, especially related to negative conditions,

Fig. 4 Intra-aINS prazosin reduced both AOD and CLAD. Prazosin (0.3 µg/side) in aINS reduced AOD and CLAD drinking (A) but not
saccharin intake (B). (C) A lower dose of prazosin (0.1 µg/side) in aINS had no effect on AOD or CLAD drinking compared with vehicle
(F(treatment;1,10)= 0.319, p= 0.585; F(drinking-condition;1,10)= 5.865, p= 0.036; F(interaction;1,10)= 0.588, p= 0.461), although there was small (~21.5%)
but significant lower CLAD vs. AOD intake. (D) For 0.3-µg/side aINS prazosin, changes in AOD were not correlated with changes in CLAD. **,***:
p < 0.01, p < 0.005.
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while the contribution to AOD observed here is perhaps more
challenging to explain (see below).
In parallel with systemic results, intra-aINS inhibition of alpha-1

NERs with 0.3 but not 0.1-µg/side prazosin reduced both AOD and
CLAD. This raises the speculation that aINS alpha-1 NERs impacted
AOD and CLAD with a reasonably similar dose-dependence. Thus,
while alpha-1 NERs could act in several brain regions (e.g.,
[46, 58, 59]), our results suggest that aINS alpha-1 NER inhibition
could be sufficient to mediate behavioral impacts of systemic
alpha-1 NER inhibition. Also, global aINS inhibition with GABAR
agonists, which here reduced AOD and CLAD but not saccharin
intake or locomotion, also impacts drug reinstatement and
impulsivity [60, 61], drug intake [62], anxiety [63], and behavioral
control more generally [64], as well as punishment-related alcohol
reinstatement [65] and alcohol interoception [66]. Also, similar to
our results, aINS inhibition does not change locomotion
[13, 61, 63], suggesting no nonspecific motor effects. However,
there are some mixed findings, e.g., where aINS inhibition
increases operant alcohol intake [13] and heroin responding
[67], and does not impact drinking in an alcohol-preferring rat [68];
these could reflect multiple aINS pathways with differing
contributions [69], differential aINS regulation across different
behaviors, and/or strain differences. Also, OFC inhibition did not
reduce CLAD, suggesting a specific role for aINS in alcohol-intake
regulation. Lateral OFC inhibition reduces some drug behaviors
[35] but not others [36], and increases CLAD in mice [38], which
could reflect species variation, e.g., since AOD and CLAD do seem
related in mice [70] unlike our rat findings here. Also, aINS alpha-1
NERs have received relatively little attention. They do not regulate
heart rate responses at baseline or after tail pinch [58], but alpha-1
NER [71] or global [72] aINS prevent autonomic responses to
restraint stress. Thus, our findings suggest that aINS alpha-1 NERs
and broader activity can regulate multiple forms of alcohol
drinking.
In contrast to aINS alpha-1 NER or global inhibition, inhibiting

CP-AMPARs within aINS specifically regulated CLAD, without
impacting AOD. CP-AMPARs are enriched on cortical GABAergic
neurons [39, 40], and alcohol drinking in mice increases peri-
neuronal nets around aINS GABAergic neurons, and dissolving
these nets decreases CLAD but not AOD [11]. While future studies
will be required to address the exact action of aINS CP-AMPARs,

our findings, combined with ref. [11], indicate at least that not all
intra-aINS manipulations cause broader effects on alcohol intake,
unlike alpha-1 NER or M/B inhibition within aINS.
While alpha-1-NER inhibition systemically or intra-aINS reduced

AOD and CLAD, the level of prazosin inhibition of CLAD was not
correlated with the prazosin reduction of AOD across individuals,
with relatively large sample sizes. Combined with aINS projections
to brainstem (here) or NAcb [12], and aINS NASPM, specifically
regulating CLAD, these findings suggest the possible speculation
that different pathways within aINS mediate AOD versus CLAD.
Identifying a possible alternate alpha-1-NER-regulated aINS AOD
pathway will require considerable additional effort, since alpha-1
NERs in other cortical areas can be pre- and post-synaptic and
regulate GABA neurons and glia [45, 59]. Additional studies should
also assess alpha-1-NERs in other regions [20, 47, 73], other
NER types in aINS [58, 74] and elsewhere, NE sources in aINS other
than LC [75], and NE/alpha-1-NER regulation in females versus
males [20].
Finally, alpha-1-NER regulation of AOD may seem paradoxical

given the seemingly simple nature of such intake (relative to
aversion-resistant consumption), especially with evidence implicat-
ing alpha-1 NERs for more stress-related intake. Indeed, prazosin
reduces drinking in humans with greater negative mood [25, 26],
and it is reasonable that negative affect arises during CLAD, but an
AOD role seems more challenging to understand. Our findings could
suggest that adult rat AOD involves some level of unease or
ambivalence. Alternately, the alpha-1-NER role in drug-induced
locomotion [76, 77] may implicate these receptors in reward-related
energization more generally. However, protracted voluntary inter-
mittent alcohol intake in adult males can lead to anxiety-like
behavior ([78–80], but see [81]), moderate alcohol-dependence
symptoms [82, 83], and greater anxiety inhibition by prazosin [27].

CONCLUSION
CLAD and AOD were both regulated by aINS alpha-1 NERs and
GABAR-sensitive global activity, while aINS-to-brainstem projections
and some within-aINS signaling (CP-AMPARs) only promoted CLAD.
Also, prazosin effects on CLAD and AOD were not correlated,
suggesting the possibility that separate alpha-1-NER-regulated aINS
pathways modulate CLAD versus AOD. Thus, we provide important

Fig. 5 More global aINS inhibition suppressed aspects of alcohol drinking. Inhibition of aINS with M/B strongly reduced AOD and CLAD (A)
but not saccharin intake (B) or locomotion (C). (D) OFC M/B did not reduce CLAD. (E) Intra-aINS M/B changes in AOD were not correlated with
changes in CLAD. (F) Intra-aINS NASPM reduced CLAD but not AOD. Bacl baclofen, Musc muscimol, Quin quinine. *,***: p < 0.05, p < 0.005.
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new information about how different and similar aspects of aINS/NE
signaling regulate CLAD and AOD, with implications for other
conflict- and stress-related behaviors.
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